U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
National Policy

ORDER
JO 7910.1F
Effective Date:
December 19, 2019

SUBJ: Radar Video Maps Program
1. Purpose of This Order. This order establishes procedures for the preparation and
procurement of digital video map data and supporting video map products data for radar
equipped FAA terminal air traffic control (ATC) facilities.
2. Audience. This order applies to all ATO personnel, FAA contract tower employees, and
anyone using ATO directives in the preparation and procurement of digital video maps and
supporting map products data.
3. Where Can I Find This Order? This order is available on the MyFAA employee Web site at
https://employees.faa.gov/tools_resources/orders_notices/ and on the FAA Web site
at http://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/orders_notices/.
4.

Cancellation. Order 7910.1E, Radar Video Map Program dated April 29, 2013, is canceled.

5. Distribution. This order is distributed to the following ATO service units: Air Traffic
Services (AJT), Mission Support Services (AJV), Safety and Technical Training (AJI), all
Terminal Air Traffic facilities; Mike Monroney Aeronautical Center (MMAC); and the William
J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC).
6. Background. Radar Video Maps are used for real-time air traffic management and must be
geographically accurate for real-time navigation purposes. Aeronautical Information Services
(AJV-A), with liaison between Air Traffic Services (AJT), air traffic facilities, Service Area Directors
of Air Traffic Operations, and Radar Video Mapping Group (AJV-A23), is responsible for the
coordination, and development of digitally formatted video mapping data and supporting products.
7. Explanation of Change. As a result of the elimination of Common Automated Radar Terminal
system (ARTS) from the National Airspace System (NAS), this order is being revised to remove the
products that Radar Video Maps provided to those facilities. It removes mention of all obsolete
products and also revises office designations due to a recent re-organization.
8.

Responsibility.

a. ATO Responsibility. Air Traffic Services (AJT) responsibilities are divided between the
Program Office and the FAA WJHTC. The Program Office is responsible for funding the
development of the initial maps prioritized by site. The FAA WJHTC is responsible for
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managing the adaptation data received from the OSF and facilities, then forwarding this
information to the AJV-A23 for development.
b. AJV-A23 Responsibilities. The responsibility of AJV-A23 is to supply new and revised
digital video maps and supporting products to the air traffic terminal facilities. AJV-A23
analyzes information provided by facilities to ensure it is accurate and verified in the data base.
AJV-A23 ensures that data, provided by the facility, is accurately represented in appropriate
digital formats. AJV-A23 certifies the integrity of the data in new and revised digital maps
delivered to air traffic terminal facilities but any subsequent altering of these maps invalidates
the certification.
c. Air Traffic Terminal Facilities’ Responsibilities. Air traffic terminal facilities are
responsible for submitting requests for new maps and map revisions. The Air Traffic Terminal
facility specifies the content of the requested radar video map displays. Map data shown on each
individual map is the responsibility of the Facility Manager, consistent with Air Traffic Facility
requirements. Facilities must ensure that all radar video maps prepared by AJV-A23 are
operationally suitable for their use. As such, the video map should present an accurate
representation of the airways, fixes, boundaries, runway approaches, etc., to meet the individual
requirements of each facility.
d. Operational Support Facilities (OSF). Operational Support Facilities are responsible
for the adaptation of radar video maps into the Standard Terminal Automation Replacement
System (STARS) adaptation software.
9. Video Systems.
a. Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS)
b. Stand Alone Tower Display System (SATDS) - SATDS surveillance technology
utilizes STARS Local Integrated Tower Equipment (LITE). This system is a scaled down
version of the Full STARS system.
10. Map Standardization.
a. Symbology. There are standard map symbology that are used by AJV-A23 in map
production. However, the depiction of any of these symbols can be customized at the air traffic
facility and AJV-A23’s discretion. See appendix B for additional information.
b. Map Ranges. Controllers can select one of many maps or can overlay multiple maps
until all video maps are shown. Map ranges typically vary from 10 to 60 nautical miles. STARS
equipment have the capability to utilize long range radar maps out to 250 nautical miles, and
AJV-A23 will provide support for this additional capability.
c. Survey Positions. A Point of Tangency predicates System Plan Map types, such as
FUSION. The coordinating FAA OSF Office supplies surveys to AJV-A23.
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d. Magnetic Variation. Radar video maps produced for the STARS equipment are
produced without a magnetic variation. STARS applies the declination when the maps are added
to the equipment on site.
e. Map/Data Delivery. Deliverables for STARS systems are placed on a computer server
by AJV-A23 and retrieved by the OSFs.
11. Requests for Aeronautical Video Maps and Digital Data.
a. New Terminal Facilities. Terminal facilities must submit their requirements for new
maps or programs via a memorandum to the Service Area Directors of Air Traffic Operations for
forwarding to the Director, Operations-Headquarters, AJT-2. The memorandum must include
system specification and map symbology specifications as well as other pertinent information.
The program office will fund the initial map requirements and then maps will be constructed for
testing. After commissioning, facilities will contact AJV-A23 directly for updates and revisions.
b. New/Revised Maps. Existing terminal facilities must request new/revised maps by
using the FAA ATC products email address 9-AJV-HQ-ATCProducts@faa.gov. This electronic
copy must have any additions shown in blue and any deletions shown in red. Any facility which
is unable to comply with this guidance, must contact AJV-A23 for additional guidance for
handling their requests.
c. Time for Obtaining Maps. Facilities are urged to allow sufficient time for planning and
ordering video maps. Depending on the complexity of the new/revised maps and the number of
radar video maps requests received from air traffic terminal facilities, allow three (3) weeks for
delivery. New maps which involve conversion to a different automation system require six
to eight weeks from receipt of the complete package; large TRACONs could take up to 12
weeks. AJV-A23, the facility, and the service areas OSFs must keep lines of communication
open to ensure timely map delivery. Facilities must allow time for servicing OSFs to process
video maps through adaptation software. The normal OSF delivery of STARS adaptation occurs
on a monthly schedule, typically the 1st or 15th of the month. Any job request requiring delivery
in less than three (3) weeks will need justification from the requesting Air Traffic Manager.
Approval rests with AJV-A23 team lead.

Maurice Hoffman
Director, Policy, AJV-P
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Appendix A
Appendix A. Definitions

a. ADS-B: ADS-B is a key, enabling technology supporting the implementation of the
Next Generation Air Transportation System. The incorporation of ADS-B as a surveillance
source requires the incorporation of multiple surveillance sources such as ASR, ARSR, ADS-B,
and multilateration into existing and future air traffic control automation systems. It has been
determined that FUSION is the best method to accomplish this. The Surveillance and Broadcast
Services (SBS) Air Traffic Computer-Human Interface CHI Workgroup was established to ensure
functional standardization and usability of multiple surveillance sources integration in both the
terminal and en route domains.
b. FUSION: FUSION is the combination of all available surveillance sources (airport
surveillance radar [ASR], air route surveillance radar [ARSR], ADS-B, etc.) into the display of a
single-tracked target for air traffic control separation services. FUSION is the equivalent of the
current single-sensor radar display. FUSION performance is characteristic of a single-sensor
radar display system. Terminal areas use mono-pulse secondary surveillance radar (ASR-9,
Mode S). The performance of this system will be used as the baseline radar system to ensure
minimal degradation of current separation operations within the NAS.
c. SATDS: Stand Alone Tower Display System is installed at Visual Flight Rules
(VFR) airport traffic control towers (ATCTs) that are not associated with a parent Terminal
Radar Approach Control (TRACON). Certified SATDS sites utilize a surveillance source to
display information. The SATDS surveillance technology utilizes STARS Local Integrated
Tower Equipment (LITE): This system is a scaled down version of the Full STARS system.
RVMs developed and delivered for STARS LITE are the same as for the full STARS.
d. STARS: Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System is a digital system
that tracks all aircraft in real-time within a 250 nautical mile range of the facility. STARS
provide the platform needed to facilitate increasing levels of automation functionality, improved
weather display, and better surveillance. The final product is a 32-bit binary file delivered in a
ZIP file to the facility via Internet. STARS displays Terminal Controller Workstation (TCW) and
its tower configuration, Tower Display Workstation (TDW), are air traffic control stations which
employ high-resolution color monitors with a graphical interface for the display of radar tracks
and targets.
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Appendix B. Radar Video Map (RVM) Symbology
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